
Integration with Command Center

Escalate persistent threats or serious 
breaches to live remote monitoring 
teams at Interface iSOC.

Intelligent  Voice-down Services
Prevent loitering and deter crime by protecting your facilities’ perimeter with autonomous 
AI-based cameras and voice-downs

Autonomous 
System

Customizable
Escalation Paths

99.99% 
Accurate

Standalone or Integrated Deployment

Deploy as a standalone intelligent unit with 
automated voice-downs or as a fully-integrated 
solution with the Interface iSOC for human 
intervention after initial warning. 

Real-Time Detection & Response

Detect people or vehicles in areas that are 
off limits or after business hours and 
respond immediately as programmed.

Calibrated Voicedowns

Use multi-stage pre-recorded messages 
to issue warnings. Customize messages to 
suit the context.

Interface will design and deploy our compact perimeter security 
unit that includes an AI-enabled camera, audio player with 
speaker, strobe lights, and PLC module designed to accurately 
detect people or vehicles and issue a series of calibrated 
voice-down commands to deter crime. 

Autonomous Monitoring
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Tackle a Wide Variety of Security Threats with Confidence

Prevent burglaries and vandalism

Stop loitering & vagrancy

Secure alleyways & less frequented spaces

Monitor indoor spaces such as kiosks

Customize messages & strobe activations
Configure camera detection zones
Optimize activation logic based on performance
Leverage turnkey deployment & maintenance



Detect loitering and vagrancy and 
respond with voice-down 

commands and strobe lights
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Monitor for break-ins and unauthorized 
presence and respond instantly with 

optional human intervention

Deploy for after-hours monitoring of 
indoor spaces such as kiosks or 
storage with high-value goods

Escalate persistent threats to 
intervention specialists at iSOC who can 

call law enforcement if needed
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Interface Secures Leading Retail & Restaurant Brands

Autonomous Monitoring + Interface Command Center (iSOC) Integration for 
Comprehensive Threat Coverage

AI-enabled camera 
detects and tracks dwell 
time in restricted areas

Play a series of 
voice-down commands 
based on dwell detection  

Escalate to iSOC for human 
monitoring and intervention 
for high-risk threats


